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GPS + Galileo tightly combined RTK
positioning for medium-to-long baselines
based on partial ambiguity resolution
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Abstract

With the modernization of the GNSS, the techniques of multi-GNSS navigation and positioning are becoming
increasingly important. For multi-GNSS double-difference data processing, a tight combination (TC) strategy can
provide more observations and higher reliability, which emploies a single reference satellite for all observations
from different GNSS. However, multi-GNSS will bring some challenges to the high-dimension ambiguity resolution
(AR). In this contribution, a GPS + Galileo tightly combined real-time kinematic (RTK) positioning strategy is proposed,
which introduces the partial ambiguity resolution (PAR) method. A set of baselines ranging from about 22 to 110 km
are used to test the positioning performance of this strategy. Experimental results demonstrate that the TC strategy
can improve the success rate, but it can’t increase the ambiguity ratio values. Using the PAR method can reduce
convergence times and improve the ambiguity fixing rate. Combining the TC strategy with the PAR method can
provide better positioning performance, especially for long baselines.
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Introduction
With the modernization of Global Navigation Satellite
System (GNSS), multi-GNSS navigation and positioning
techniques are becoming increasingly important.
Combining observations from various GNSS constella-
tions significantly increases the number of observations
and improves the positioning accuracy and reliability, es-
pecially in difficult environments (Li et al., 2016a).
Multi-GNSS double difference combination strategies
include loose combination (LC) in which each of the
systems uses its own reference satellite and no double
differences are formed across systems (Zhang et al.
2003), and tight combination (TC) in which two systems
use the same reference satellite and permitting double
differences across different systems (Julien et al. 2003).
Therefore, the TC strategy can provides more observa-
tions than the LC strategy. However, as the ambiguity di-
mension increases sharply, the success rate of integer
ambiguity resolution is reduced (Teunissen et al., 1999),
while the key requirement for real-time kinematic (RTK)

is to quickly and correctly fix the ambiguities of carrier
phase measurements. For multi-GNSS data processing,
it is often impossible to fix all ambiguities simultan-
eously due to the large number of observations, which is
even deteriorated in case of medium-to-long baselines
(more than 20 km) when various residual errors cannot
be mitigated completely (Li et al., 2016, b).
To solve this problem, the idea of partial ambiguity

resolution (PAR), which means to resolve a subset of the
candidate ambiguities, was suggested to maintain a suffi-
ciently high success rate (Teunissen et al., 1999). The
selection of an ambiguity subset could be based on pre-
defined subset sizes (Mowlam and Collier, 2004), ambi-
guity variances (Wang and Feng, 2012), satellite eleva-
tions (Li et al., 2014), satellite variances (Li and
Teunissen, 2014), combined phase observation
wavelengths (Li et al., 2015, b) and composite methods
that combine such strategies (Gao et al., 2017). In
addition, the algorithm of satellite selection algorithm
for PAR (Wang and Feng, 2013) and the method of
EWL/WL as well as NL PAR for triple-frequency GNSS
signals (Li et al., 2015a) are studied systematically.* Correspondence: guangcai.li@whu.edu.cn
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Many studies have applied the PAR method to the LC
strategy and have achieved significant results. For ex-
ample, the reliability characteristics of PAR solutions
were verified by Wang and Feng (2012), and the PAR
method was applied to the LC RTK positioning with the
GPS constellation and virtual Galileo constellation to
demonstrate the advantages of the proposed PAR
method. Hou and Verhagen (2014) proposed a model
and data driven PAR (MD-PAR) strategy and evaluated
the performance of MD-PAR for GPS + BDS LC RTK
positioning using simulated GPS and BDS observations.
Li et al. (2015, b) presented the multi-carrier fast PAR
(MCFPAR) strategy to solve multi-system multi-
frequency high-dimensional AR problems, and its
validity was demonstrated with BDS + GPS LC RTK
positioning using real dual- and triple-frequency obser-
vations. Gao et al. (2015, 2015) quoted the partial wide-
lane ambiguity resolution strategy to GPS + BDS LC
RTK positioning and GPS+ GLONASS + BDS LC RTK
positioning and validated with real observations.
However, there are few publications applying the PAR

method to the TC strategy, although this strategy pro-
vides more observations. The PAR method was
introduced into the GPS + Galileo TC RTK position-
ing by Cao et al. (2007), and verify the reliability per-
formance of this strategy in short baseline RTK.
However, the simulation data is used and the inter-
system bias is ignored.
In this paper, a GPS + Galileo TC RTK positioning

strategy with PAR method is proposed. A set of real
baseline observations ranging from about 22 to 110 km
are used to test the performance of this strategy, includ-
ing success rate, convergence time and ratio values. The
experimental results are provided to demonstrate the
benefits of introducing the PAR method into the TC
strategy for multi-GNSS, which is finally followed by the
summary and conclusions of this study.

Methods
Multi-GNSS observation models
Without loss of simplicity, the DD pseudorange and
carrier-phase observation equations can be expressed as

Ps1s2;A1A2
r1r2;ij ¼ ρs1s2r1r2 þ ucdA1A2

r1r2;ij þ Is1s2r1r2;ij þ Ts1s2
r1r2 þ εPs1s2

r1r2

ð1Þ

Φs1s2;A1A2
r1r2;ij ¼ ρs1s2r1r2 þ updA1A2

r1r2;ij‐I
s1s2
r1r2;ij þ Ts1s2

r1r2

þλiN
s1
r1r2;i−λ jN

s2
r1r2;i þ εΦs1s2

r1r2

ð2Þ

where P and Φ are pseudorange and carrier phase mea-
surements, respectively; ρ is the distance between the re-
ceiver and the satellite; ucd and upd are receiver
uncalibrated code and phase delays, respectively; These

two quantities are related to the initial phase and the
hardware phase delays (Gu, 2013); The symbol I denotes
the ionospheric delay; T is the tropospheric delay; λ is
the wavelength; N is the integer phase ambiguity; εP and
εΦ are the mixture of measurement noise and multipath
error for pseudorange and carrier phase observations,
respectively. Note that all variables are expressed in me-
ters, except the ambiguity which is expressed in cycles.
Furthermore, the reference receiver is denoted with sub-
script r1, the rover receiver is denoted using subscript r2
, the reference satellite is denoted using superscript s1
and its system is labeled using superscript A1 , the non-
reference satellite is denoted using superscript s2 and its
system is labeled using superscript A2 , and superscript i
and j refer to carrier frequencies.
The above observation equations for multi-GNSS DD

operations can be generalized to inter-system mixed DD
which can be further categorized into those between the
same frequencies or the diverse frequencies of observa-
tions (Li et al., 2017).
Since GPS and Galileo transfer the same frequency

band signals, e.g., L1 and L5 signals respectively overlap
E1 and E5a signals, the inter-system mixed DD model
for the same frequency is used to realize the tight com-
bination of GPS and Galileo measurements which can
be expressed as follows

Ps1s2;A1A2
r1r2;i ¼ ρs1s2r1r2 þ ucdA1A2

r1r2;i þ Is1s2r1r2;i þ Ts1s2
r1r2

þεPs1s2
r1r2

ð3Þ

Φs1s2;A1A2
r1r2;i ¼ ρs1s2r1r2 þ updA1A2

r1r2;i‐I
s1s2
r1r2;i þ Ts1s2

r1r2

þλiN
s1s2
r1r2;i þ εΦs1s2

r1r2

ð4Þ

Because the frequencies are the same, the ambiguities
Ns1s2

r1r2;i still have integer characteristics. However, the re-
ceiver UPDs which are related to the initial phase and
hardware delay are consequently contained in the inter-
system bias (ISB) and therefore cannot be eliminated, i.e.

ucdA1A2
r1r2;i≠0 and updA1A2

r1r2;i≠0.
The carrier phase integer ambiguities Ns1s2

r1r2;i and the

integer part of updA1A2
r1r2;i are linearly dependent which

make it impossible to separate them in the least-squares
adjustment due to rank deficiency. Here, we separate the

updA1A2
r1r2;i into a fractional part updA1A2

r1r2;i and an integer

part. Then, the remaining integer part MA1A2
r1r2;i is com-

bined with the integer ambiguities Ns1s2
r1r2;i and forms a

new estimable integer parameter: Ns1s2
r1r2;i ¼ Ns1s2

r1r2;i

þMA1A2
r1r2;i. Consequently, the Eq. (4) can be rewritten as
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Φs1s2;A1A2
r1r2;i ¼ ρs1s2r1r2 ‐I

s1s2
r1r2;i þ Ts1s2

r1r2 þ λiN
s1s2
r1r2;i

þupdA1A2
r1r2;i þ εΦs1s2

r1r2

ð5Þ

The carrier phase and code ISBs between different
types of receivers have temporal stability and can be
neglected between receivers of the same type. Therefore,
if the ISB of a pair of receivers is estimated, it can be
used as the ISB correction for the pair of receivers
(Paziewski and Wielgosz, 2015). The phase and code
ISBs can be estimated precisely for zero or ultra-short
baselines, that is

ucdA1A2
r1r2;i0 ¼ Ps1s2;A1A2

r1r2;i −ρs1s2r1r2

updA1A2
r1r2;i0 ¼ Φs1s2;A1A2

r1r2;i −ρs1s2r1r2

� �
=λi− Φs1s2;A1A2

r1r2;i −ρs1s2r1r2

� �
=λi

h i
(

ð6Þ

where the function [·] is a rounding function.
Through the introduction of the above corrections,

the inter-system mixed DD on the same frequency can
be translated into system-specific DD models:

Ps1s2;A1A2
r1r2;i ¼ Ps1s2;A1A2

r1r2;i −ucdA1A2
r1r2;i0

¼ ρs1s2r1r2 þ Is1s2r1r2;i þ Ts1s2
r1r2 þ εPs1s2

r1r2
ð7Þ

Φs1s2;A1A2
r1r2;i ¼ Φs1s2 ;A1A2

r1r2;i −updA1A2
r1r2;i0

¼ ρs1s2r1r2−I
s1s2
r1r2;i þ Ts1s2

r1r2 þ λiN
s1s2
r1r2;i þ εΦs1s2

r1r2

ð8Þ

which is the model used in this study to implement GPS
+ Galileo DD data processing.

Ambiguity resolution in the DD model
The GNSS linear observation equations of Eqs. (7) and
(8) can be expressed as:

y¼AxþBNþε ð9Þ

where y is the vector of ‘observed minus computed’ DD
observations; x is the vector of incremental baseline
coordinates, the residual tropospheric zenith delay, and
the DD ionospheric slant delays for each measurement
epoch; N is the vector of carrier-phase integer ambigu-
ities; ε is the vector of unmodeled effects and measure-
ment noise. The matrices A and B are the
corresponding design matrices of x and N, respectively.
The float solution X and variance-covariance matrix Q

from a least-squares estimation can be expressed as

X¼ x̂
N̂

� �
;Q ¼ Qx̂ Qx̂N̂

QN̂x̂ QN̂

� �
ð10Þ

In these formulas, the integer ambiguity vector N̂ is
obtained by solving an ILS (integer least square) prob-
lem expressed as:

N
^¼ argmin

N∈Z
N−N̂
� �T

QN̂
−1 N−N̂
� �n o

ð11Þ

To solve the ILS problem, the well-known LAMBDA
(Teunissen, 1995) method and its extension MLAMBDA
(Chang et al., 2005) are employed in this paper. The in-
teger vector solution is validated using the following
“Ratio-Test”.

R ¼
N
^

2−N̂
� �T

QN̂
−1 N̂ 2−N̂
� �

N
^

−N̂
� �T

QN̂
−1 N

^
−N̂

� � > Rthres ð12Þ

where the ratio-factor R, defined as the ratio of the
weighted sum of the squared residuals by the second
best solution N

^

2 to the best N
^

is used to check the reli-
ability of AR. In general, validation threshold Rthres can
be 1.5 to 3.0 (Wang and Feng, 2012), and we used 3.0
for this study.
After the validation, the remaining real-valued param-

eter estimates x^ and the corresponding variance-
covariance matrix Qx^ can be updated by solving the

following equations.

x
^ ¼x̂−Qx̂N̂QN̂

−1 N̂− N
^� �

Qx
^ ¼ Qx̂−Qx̂N̂QN̂

−1QN̂x̂

(
ð13Þ

If the validation fails, the current epoch will keep the
ambiguities float instead.

Partial ambiguity resolution strategy
If integer ambiguities of all satellites are difficult to fix
with the LAMBDA method, the partial ambiguity fixing
will be considered. Then the ambiguity vector N̂ is
divided into two parts, and the corresponding variance-
covariance matrix of the two parts

N̂¼ N̂ a

N̂ b

� �
;QN̂ ¼ QN̂a

QN̂ aN̂ b

QN̂ bN̂ a
QN̂ b

� �
ð14Þ

where N̂a is a set of to-be-fixed ambiguities, and N b the
remaining ambiguities.
If N̂ a can be fixed reliably, similar to the real-valued

parameter update process, the remaining ambiguities N b

and their variance-covariance matrix Q
N̂b

can be cor-

rected with the fixed ambiguities:

~Nb ¼ N̂b−QNbNa
Q−1

Na
N̂a−N

^

a

� �

Q~Nb
¼ QN̂b

−QN̂bN̂a
Q−1

N̂a
QN̂aN̂b

(
ð15Þ

Then the LAMBDA method is used to fix ~N b , and if
~N b can be fixed, N

^

a and ~N b are used to update x^ and

Qx^. Otherwise, only N
^

a is used to update x^ and Qx^.
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In this paper, a PAR procedure is used to determine
the subset of ambiguities which in terms of the success
rate and the ratio test (Wang and Feng, 2012). Figure 1
presents the flowchart of this procedure.
First, the PAR process starts with the decorrelation of

the ambiguities and the diagonal elements of the decorre-
lated matrix are sorted in the ascending order. We can get
the diagonal element set D¼fd1; d2;⋯di;⋯; dnjd1 < d2

< ⋯di < ⋯ < dng after sorting by conditional variance.
Then, by updating the traversal of i = n to the minimum
threshold i = n0 and pick the subset D¼fd1; d2;⋯dig and
the corresponding ambiguity subset N̂aðDiÞ and variance-
covariance matrices Q

N̂ a
ðDiÞ. The minimum threshold n0

is typically 6 to ensure the selected satellites are still suffi-
cient to get reliable positioning results. Then, the
LAMBDA method is applied in the ambiguity search
process. If PS ≥PS0 and R>Rthres, the fixed ambiguities can
be considered to pass the acceptance test and be used into
the following position calculation. Otherwise, we will
update the subset and repeat the ambiguity search and
test. If the number of selected ambiguities is less than n0 ,
the iteration will stop and only the float solutions are
made available.

Results and Discussion
In order to analyze the effect of PAR on GPS + Galileo
TC RTK positioning in the medium to long-baselines,

three stations with good observation conditions from
the International GNSS Service (IGS) MGEX Network
were selected for the experiments. The observation time
covers 0:00:00 to 23:59:30 on July 7, 2017. The lengths
of baselines and receiver type are given in Fig. 2.
The DD tropospheric and ionospheric delay could not

be ignored in the medium-to-long baselines, and they
would be set to zero initially and estimated as a random
walk in each processing session in this paper. The pro-
cessing settings for the relative positioning solutions of
GPS + Galileo are given in Table 1.

Carrier phase and code ISB estimation
The estimates of phase and code ISBs can be accom-
plished on zero or short baselines, as described in the
previous section. Here we used data from the GNSS
Research Centre of Curtin University, with baseline in-
formation as showed in Table 2.
The fractional phase and code ISBs are calculated ac-

cording to Eq. (6) and the results are shown in Figs. 3
and 4 Both figures show that the phase and code ISBs
were stable during the period of daily experiments.
However, there are differences in the ISBs of two groups
of experiments over different periods. This is mainly due
to the upgrade of the receiver firmware version, such as
the CUT0 station’s receiver firmware version from
Trimble NETR9 (4.85) to Trimble NETR9 (5.20), which
is similar to the results of (Paziewski and Wielgosz,
2015). Therefore, when estimating ISB, it is necessary to
note not only the receiver type but also the receiver
firmware version.
We selected the ISB corrections from the experiment

in 2017 to correct the ISBs in the long-baseline experi-
ment because the receiver’s brands and firmware
versions used in this experiment were the same as that
used in the long-baseline experiment. The receiver
brands and firmware versions of the long-baseline ex-
periment are shown in Fig. 2.

Results of ambiguity resolution
The AR results of different combination strategy are
shown for 500 min of data in Fig. 5 for the full ambigu-
ity resolution (FAR) method and in Fig. 6 for the PAR
method, including the AR success rate, number of
ambiguities and ratio values. Note that in the ratio
statistics, any ratio greater than 4 is assigned a value of
4, which is intended to facilitate the distribution of
smaller ratio values.
Figure 5 shows that the AR success rate and number

of ambiguities of the three baselines are similar. How-
ever, the number of AR changes more frequently as the
baseline length increases. When there is a newly-rising
satellite, the success rate will drop dramatically.

DD float solution and vc-matrices ˆ ˆˆ , ˆ ,and Q Qx N
x N 

Set subset and amiguity
subset and vc-matrices

Decorrelation process and sort diagonal elements of
as an ascend order

ˆdec
Q

N

1 2 1 2={ , , , | }i n i nD d d d d d d d d,

ˆ ( )a iDN ˆ ( )
a

iDQ
N

ˆdec
Q

N

1 2{ , , }i iD d d d

Calculate the bootstrapping AR success rate Ps

0S SP P

AR search process and ratio-test

thresR R

Fixed solutions

Y

i=i-1N

N

Y

i<n0

Float solutions

Y

N

Fig. 1 The flowchart of ambiguity subset selection method in
PAR method
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Fortunately, the TC strategy can provide more satellite
observations, at least one more than the LC strategy. In
this way, the TC strategy can be faster to reach the
success rate at 99%, and has the ability to eliminate the
sudden change in the number of satellites.

It is worth noting that the ratio values of the medium-
long-baseline and the long-baseline are very different.
The ratio of the medium-long-baseline ratio values
greater than 3 is about 90% and the long-baseline is just
about 5%. This reflects the fact that the long-baseline is
affected by the atmospheric delay error and is difficult to
satisfy the condition of correct AR. In addition, TC did
not improve the ratio values, but deteriorate. For
example, the ratio of the NNOR-CUT0 long-baseline to
the ratio values greater than 3 under the three different
combinations of LC, TC, and tight combination with
ISB corrections (TC + ISB) is 4.83, 4.16 and 4.34%,
respectively. This indicates that more observations do
not increase the ambiguity ratio values, but rather
deteriorate.
Figure 6 shows that the application of the PAR

method can significantly shorten the convergence
time. The three baselines under different combina-
tions can all reach the success rate of 99% within two
or three epochs.
For medium-long-baselines, the number of resolved

ambiguity is relatively stable and the problem of newly-
rising or falling satellites is effectively suppressed.
Because the ambiguity subset selection process can re-
move these satellites according to the variance of their
ambiguity, and the ambiguity variance of such satellites
is generally large. In the following epochs, their

Fig. 2 Medium to long baselines used in the experiments

Table 1 Medium and long-baseline data processing strategy
settings

Item Models

Satellites GPS + Galileo

Observations Phase and code observations

Signal selection GPS: L1, Galileo: E1

Cutoff elevation 15°

Sampling rate 30s

Observation weight Elevation dependent weight

Phase-windup effect Corrected

Satellite Antenna PCO and PCV DD elimination or weakening

Receiver antenna PCO and PCV DD elimination or weakening

Earth tides Corrected

Relativity correction Corrected

Satellite orbit Broadcast/Precise ephemerides

Satellite clock DD elimination or weakening

Receiver clock DD elimination or weakening

Station coordinate estimated as parameters

Tropospheric delay estimated as parameters

Ionospheric delay estimated as parameters

Phase ambiguities LAMBDA/MLAMBDA

AR success rate threshold PS0 0.999

Ratio threshold Rthres 3

Minimum threshold n0 6

Table 2 Zero-Baselines used in the experiment of ISB estimates

Number Station name Receiver type

1 CUT0-CUT1 Trimble NETR9-Septentrio POLARX4

2 CUT0-CUT2 Trimble NETR9-Trimble NETR9

3 CUT1-CUT2 Septentrio POLARX4-Trimble NETR9
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Fig. 3 Estimated carrier phase (left) and code (right) L1/E1 ISBs in the single-epoch solution for different receiver pairs (Experiment on January 25, 2015)

Fig. 4 Estimated carrier phase (left) and code (right) L1/E1 ISBs in the single-epoch solution for different receiver pairs (Experiment on July 7, 2017)
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ambiguity precision improves, and their corresponding
ratio values have also been improved, the ratio values
also drops a lot only in the number of ambiguity changes
epoch, but it still meets the threshold.
However, for long-baselines, the number of ambigu-

ities to be fixed changes frequently. Because of the

influence of atmospheric delay and so on, the ambiguity
subset can’t be fixed, even when the number of ambigu-
ity reaches the threshold. Moreover, the frequent occur-
rence of falling satellites also affects the ambiguity
subset fixed. Since the ambiguity subset can’t be fixed,
only the float solutions are available and then the

Fig. 5 AR success rate, number of ambiguities and ratio values of the three baselines with GPS + Galileo LC, TC, and TC + ISB for the FAR strategy.
The green TC curves coincide with the red TC + ISB curves in the success rate and number of AR graphs

Fig. 6 AR success rate, number of ambiguities and ratio values of the three baselines with GPS + Galileo LC, TC, and TC + ISB for the PAR method.
The green TC curves coincide with the red TC + ISB curves in the success rate and number of AR graphs, except the number of AR graph for NNOR-CUT0.
The success rate graphs have been zoomed in the first 5 epochs
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ambiguity subset selection is tried again in the next
epoch. However, the PAR method is still able to
greatly improve the ambiguity fixed rate. For example,
the ratio of the NNOR-CUT0 long-baseline to the ra-
tio values greater than 3 under the three different
combinations of LC, TC, and TC + ISB for the PAR
method is 27.36, 27.23 and 27.30%, respectively.
Compared to the FAR strategy, it was increased by
22.53, 23.07 and 22.96%, respectively.

Results of positioning
The positioning capabilities of the two combination
strategies and the two AR strategies are now verified
with real GNSS data for single-frequency combined GPS
+ Galileo. The baseline errors of different combination
strategies are shown in Figs. 7 and 8. Baseline errors are
the difference between the estimated baseline length and
precise reference baseline length.
Figure 7 shows that the medium-long-baseline error

(1.5 cm) is smaller than that of the long-baseline
(10 cm) static relative positioning for the FAR strategy.
Affected by the residual atmospheric errors, such as re-
sidual tropospheric and ionospheric delays, the position-
ing results reflect some systematic biases especially for
the longer baseline. The positioning accuracy based on
the TC strategy is improved, especially for the medium
length baseline. The accuracy of positioning based on
TC + ISB is equivalent to that of TC, because the ISBs of
this experiment are so small that it can be ignored. The
positioning accuracy based on PAR method has

improved, especially for the long-baseline. Because of
after fixing the partial ambiguities by the PAR method,
the fixed integer ambiguities can be back tracked into
the observations to update the troposphere and the
ionospheric parameters, a more accurate atmospheric
delay correction is obtained, and the positioning
parameters are updated by fixing the remaining ambigu-
ities. The proportions of fixed solution of the NNOR-
CUT0 long-baseline static relative positioning under the
three different combinations of LC, TC, and TC + ISB
for the FAR method is 11.98, 17.33 and 17.40%, respect-
ively. For the PAR strategy, that is 75.80, 76.70 and
76.96%, respectively.
Figure 8 shows that the baseline errors of different

combination strategies RTK positioning for the FAR
method and the PAR method. Introducing the PAR
method into the TC strategy can not only fast converge,
but also effectively reduce the baseline error. The results
are similar to the static mode, however, the positioning
accuracy and the proportion of the fixed solution
decrease. For example, the proportions of fixed solution
of the NNOR-CUT0 long-baseline RTK positioning
under the three different combinations of LC, TC, and
TC + ISB for the PAR method is 17.38, 18.23 and
18.69%, respectively.

Conclusions
A GPS + Galileo tightly combined RTK positioning strat-
egy is proposed for medium-to-long baselines, which in-
troduces the PAR method to the strategy. The method

Fig. 7 Positioning results of the three baselines with GPS + Galileo LC, TC, and TC + ISB static relative positioning for the FAR method (left panel)
and the PAR method (right panel). The green TC curves coincide with the red TC + ISB curves in the left panel
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has been verified to be effective for faster and more reli-
able AR. Tests on middle-long and long-baselines
demonstrate that TC strategy can provide more observa-
tions, which can improve the success rate. However, TC
strategy does not increase the ambiguity ratio values, but
rather deteriorate. The reason may be that the TC strat-
egy increases the number of observations and increases
the ambiguity dimension. Using the PAR method not
only can make initialization time within three epochs,
but also improve the ambiguity fixed rate. LC and TC
strategies can get centimeter level positioning accuracy,
but PAR of the TC strategy can provide better perform-
ance, especially for long-baselines. The selection of am-
biguity subsets and the elimination of atmospheric delay
are the areas that require further research in the future.
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